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When the daylight hours get shorter and the nighttime stretches
out in long hours of darkness it feels as though there is less time in
each day. Actually all stitchers should rejoice in this opportunity of
extended stitching time and be very thankful for artificial light. If you
know that you have a good night for stitching in your future, plan
ahead. Make a great one-pot meal of chili, soup, stew or pasta and
feed the family early. Have finger food for dessert snacks, like cookies
or brownies that can not only be made or purchased ahead of time
but practically serve themselves. Hang out your shingle saying that
your business is CLOSED for the night and get ready to enjoy some
uninterrupted personal creativity. You might want to choose a movie
or TV show that you have seen before, which will cut down on the
number of times you have to look up. Maybe you would rather have
some music or an audible book for your stitching companion. All that
is left is to thread the needle and dive into one of the best emotional
repair activities ever invented, needlepoint.
As another year closes we would like to take
this opportunity to let all of you know how
much we appreciate your business. Thank
you for letting us be even a small part of your
creations. Needlepoint is our passion and
we love to share it with you.

Amy’s Golden Strand

3808 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38122
phone: 901.458.6109
fax: 901.323.4701
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Amy’s

NEW PRODUCTS
SELF FINISHING TRAYS
The corners snap together to
make a handy tray for stitching or
emptying your pockets at the
end of the day. Will fit any 2.753” round canvas.

COST:

TRAY
3400
CANVAS 4300

CRAFT CASES
The heavy plastic of these cases is very protective from bumps, pokes and falls but stays fairly
flexible to expand to the bulges of your threads, notes, tools and canvas (even on bars). The two
pockets in the smaller bags are perfect to separate your actual stitching
from all the threads and more that we carry along with us. The fullsided pocket on the smaller bags is 14 x 12 or 18 x 18, with the
shorter pocket to the front of the bag being
14 x 6 or 18 x 9 respectively. Almost the best
part is that it is CLEAR so that recognizing your
project is a snap in a crowded closet or
classroom.

UNCLE BILL’S SLIVER GRIPPER
COST:

LARGE - 30” X 20”
MEDIUM - 18” X 18”
SMALL - 14” X 12”		

3200
5300
4200
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CANVASES BY NIGHT
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Amy’s

FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER

25

%
off

everything

INCLUDING STITCH GUIDES!
1-31 JANUARY 2019

Did you get a little money for the holidays? Well, are you ever in luck; our
“Year End Sale” has morphed into a “Happy New Year Sale”...happy days
are here. All in-store merchandise will be on sale for 25% off during the entire
month of January; just call the shop to get your discount or use discount
code “NoWay!” for your online purchases.
You might nab that picture or pillow you have been eyeing or pick up
stockings and ornaments to work on through the year for Christmas. Bring
us (or mail us) canvases you would like kitted with wonderful threads and
embellishments at a great discount. Load up on stretcher bars, scissor,
magnets and more while the special prices last.
Exceptions to the sale are:
special orders or inventory that must be ordered, gift certificates, classes, Clubs,
and Home Study kits.
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NEW THREADS

SIZE 8 SILK WRAPPED PEARL PURL

Pearl Purl is a tightly coiled metal that can be Couched on a
canvas. Silk Wrapped Pearl Purl is the same metal completely
bound in very fine silk thread. Couch it as is, or stretch it,
flatten it, mold it for different effects. We recently used this
on the window box of the Zero Degrees North Residence, as
you can see on page six.

COST:

1250

SILK ROAD FIBERS
STRAW SILK

Straw Silk is a relatively new stitching fiber to appear on the scene. With
only a few years under their belt, they have taken the needlepoint
world by storm. We are so pleased to announce SEVEN new colors
just arrived and they are sure to be pleasers. These colors really
caught my eye; Razzelberry is a rich red that falls in the cherry-pink
range, Baby Boy, need I say, is a baby blue, Goldilocks is a warm sunny
yellow, Ripe Mango is a yellow-orange great for Halloween or fruit,
Deep End an ocean teal where the sharks swim, Shallow Waters a
watery turquoise where it is safe to swim, and Mermaid a wading pool
pale aqua. I am going to dive in and buy ALL of them for my stash.

COST:
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2019 NEEDLEPOINT MOSAICS
STARTING IN THE SPRING

You can select one individual canvas or several if you wish. Each design will be mailed in three
shipments. The first shipment will include the painted canvas along with guide and threads
to work part of the design. Approximately a month later you will receive your second kit of
instructions and threads to continue working the background and/or the painted design. The
third shipment will have the final guide and threads to complete the project.

Call the shop (901) 458-6109 with a $100 deposit to reserve your favorite 2019 Needlepoint
Mosaic Project.
We have given you some teaser photos of what is coming. Stay tuned for more progress
on these incredible designs: Sea Turtle by Labors of Love, Aqua Perfume Bottle by Labors of
Love, Cardinal by Rogue Designs, Old Glory by Rogue Designs, Asian in Greens by Mindy’s
Needlepoint.
Spring Start Up Dates: TBD
Prices: TBD
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CURRENT HOME STUDY!
ZERO DEGREES NORTH
BY KELLY CLARK

Finally the Zero Degrees Claus Residence is complete. Many of the finishing touches are 3-D stitch techniques
and beading. I was already thrilled with the project before I worked all of the last details, so you can imagine
how excited I was when I added the last few beads and doodads and then sat back to look at it as a whole.
This has to be one of my all time favorite projects to work and share (along with Oh Henry!, Thanksgiving
House, Sultan’s Tray and Halloween House to name a few). Kelly’s imaginative mind gave me the artwork to
set my needles to work and oh did they work.
ZDN Residence Canvas

COST:

Kit A

COST:

COST:

Kit B

$ 8300

Kit C

$112

$29500

COST:

$14000

Kit D

COST:

25

$10800

The final kit of “the Residence” brings an appliqué windowbox, Stumpwork Knotted Buttons for the topiary
and round bushes, Gathered Stitch and woven Fork Bow for the wreath, beaded icicles and snowflakes and
smoke made out of destroyed Flair! How can you resist the fun in that?
I can’t part with my Residence long enough to get it framed. I will prop it up on a shelf or buffet and enjoy
it through the holidays.
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CURRENT HOME STUDY!
ZERO DEGREES NORTH
BY KELLY CLARK

We are happy to announce that we will soon (Spring 2019) be able to offer the purchase of the Kelly Clark’s
Zero Degrees characters individually. The prices of guides and kits will have to be determined as we rework
each of the guides. Please call the shop if you have interest in any individual characters.

Kit #1
The North Pole

COST:

$21625

canvas, guide, & threads

Kit #5
Mrs. Claus

COST:

$22575

canvas, guide, & threads

Kit #2
Santa’s Sleigh

COST:

$17650

canvas, guide, & threads

			
Kit #3
Christmas Tree

COST:

Kit #6
Jeeves

COST:

$17250

canvas, guide, & threads

Kit #7
Reindeer

$19650

COST:

canvas, guide, & threads

$20000

canvas, guide, & threads
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Kit #4
Sack o’ Presents

COST:

$13650

canvas, guide, & threads

Kit #8
Santa

COST:

$19375

canvas, guide, & threads

Amy’s

TRIPLE “T” CLASS
TEN TEMPTATIONS BY TONY

Have you ever taken a class from Tony Minieri? The experience is like no other class. In the TEN TEMPTATIONS
class, Tony offers custom stitch guides for 10 different canvases. The variety of canvases appeal to a wide
range of interests. When you arrive for class you will have your chosen canvas, custom guide and selected
threads for that canvas and 3 days of scrumptious lunches and in-depth instruction from Tony. Tony teaches
not only the stitches for your canvas, but also tidbits about stitching in general and how to improve your
needlepoint game. There are sometimes discussions about why he assigned a specific look to a design
area. The hands-on demonstrations are worth their weight in gold. The added benefit of being part of a class
teaching more than one design is huge, as you might see a stitch or technique that would apply to one of
your treasures at home.
Join us for the fun in one of the two 3-day Temptations Classes in June 2019. Sign up on the website or call
the shop (901-458-6109). Only one session per person:
Session #1 — Thu., June 6 - Sat., June 8, 2019, or...Session #2 — Mon., June 10 - Wed., June 12, 2019
Choose one canvas (or more) from those below (different mesh size or color changes cannot be offered for
class canvases). Deadline for canvas selection is January 1, 2019. Class canvases must be purchased from
Amy’s Golden Strand. Space is limited.
Class Fee $450.00 per person (includes daily lunch)
Prices for guides & threads TBA
$100.00 non-refundable deposit due at sign-up

IS THERE A MASKED MAN IN YOUR DREAMS OR ARE YOU MORE INTRIGUED BY
THE KEEN-EYED PREDATOR)?

Eagle
by Jane Tattersfield
18m
16” x 16”
Canvas
$40700
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Tribal Mask Giraffe
by Timothy Chapman
from Tapestry Fair
18m
8.5” x 11.5”
Canvas
$18700

Amy’s

TRIPLE “T” CLASS
TEN TEMPTATIONS BY TONY

IS A TRADITIONAL STILL LIFE PERFECT FOR YOUR DINING ROOM OR MAYBE
WEARING YOUR FOOD IS A BETTER FIT FOR YOUR ABODE?
Melon
by Melissa Shirley
18m
17” x 12”
Canvas $31900

There’s Always a Showboat
by Vicki Sawyer
18m
9” x 12”
Canvas $24900

DO YOU BLOOM ABOVE WATER OR BELOW WATER ON MOST DAYS?

Day Dreaming
by Karen Dukes , from Julie Mar & Friends
18m
9” x 12”
Canvas
$20500

Row of Poppies
by A Stitch in Time
18m
19.5” x 10”
Canvas
$22000
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TRIPLE “T” CLASS
TEN TEMPTATIONS BY TONY

ARE YOU A BEACH PERSON OR MORE OF A SPA DWELLER?
Beach Babes
by The Meredith Collection
18m
11” x 14”
Canvas
$19800

Dottie
by CBK Needlepoint
18m
10.5” x 12
Canvas
$20750

HMMM, THE HOLIDAYS, ARE YOU A CHRISTMAS OR HALLOWEEN FAN??
Christmas Books
by Alice Peterson
18m
16” x 11.5”
Canvas
$24250

Pumpkin Patch Party
by The Meredith Collection
18m
23.5” x 12”
Canvas
$33000
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2019 LIBRARY CLASS
A

my Bunger
We are having another Library Class in
October 2019. We aren’t studying “at”
LIBRARY CLASS
the library; we are stitching a library full of
bookshelves using stitch guides by Amy.
Our artists have made even more shelves,
Peterson The Class
ics
so select the bookshelf or bookshelves Melissa
Shirley
Scary Books
Al
ice
you like from the list below and come to
class to learn the stitches and techniques A
lice
Peter
to create your library.
son Cookbo
ok

MelissaShirley

Beach Books

Alice
s
Peterson Children
’s “Classics” Books
alice
peterso

n

Melissa
Shirley

halloween Boo

ks

Santa’s

Books
Alice
Peterson Golfing B
o

ok Nook

melissa shirley Thanksgi
ving books
Rogue
DesignsAusten’s L
ibra

Melissa Shirley

Class Fee: $45000 per
person (includes daily
lunch)
Canvases, stitch guides,
and threads TBA
$10000 non-refundable
deposit due at sign up
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NEW GUIDES AVAILABLE NOW
BY AMY BUNGER

Believe
by Mary Engelbreit
from Painted Pony
18m
8.5” x 10”
Canvas
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

$16950
$12250
$19175

Citron Bowl
by Melissa Shirley
13m
17” x 13”

Canvas
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

Art Deco Lady in Red
by the Meredith Collection
18m
12” x 13.5”

Canvas		
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

$35450
$14000
$25800

Winter Bird
by Maggie
18m
9” x 9”
Canvas
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit
Lizard’s Tongue
by Kirk & Bradley
18m
3.5” x 6”
Canvas
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

$7950
TBA
TBA

$13200
$ 9625
$ 9800

Halloween Banner
by Patti Mann
18m
6.5” x 24”
Canvas
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

$268
$17500
$22150
50
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$20900
$14000
$17225

Amy’s

NEW GUIDES AVAILABLE NOW
BY AMY BUNGER

Schnauzer Seed Co
by Tango & Choclate
18m
9” x 12”
Canvas		
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

$20050
$ 8750
$15650

Pumpkin Topiary
by Melissa Shirley
13m
12” x 20”

Autumn Time
by Rebecca Wood
18m
18.5” x 15.25”

Canvas
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

$66000
$38500
$49420

Canvas
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

$27500
$10500
$19550

Grinch
by Raymond Crawford
18m
7” x 13”
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Canvas
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

$14750
$ 7875
$17100

Amy’s

NEW GUIDES AVAILABLE NOW
BY AMY BUNGER

Summer Birds
by Charley Harper
from The Meredith Collection
18m
19.5” x 14.25”
Canvas
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

Fish Profiles
by Charley Harper
from The Meredith Collection
18m
7.5” x 25.5”
Canvas
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

$18700
$12250
$18025

Tall Grass Prairie
by Charley Harper
from The Meredith
Collection
18m
7.5” x 25.5”

STITCH
GUIDES!

Have a canvas and want
to know if Amy has written
a stitch guide for it...Our
stitch guide catalog is
searchable by Designer
and Subject.
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Canvas
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

$25300
$12250
$16600

$42900
$21000
$32000

Amy’s

NEW GUIDES AVAILABLE NOW
BY AMY BUNGER

Companions
by Maggie
18m
9” x 9”
Canvas
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

$13200
$ 9625
$ 9800

Zebra
by DJ Designs
18m
8” x 11”
Canvas
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

Bird in Cage
by Colors of Praise
18m
8.5” x 11.5”

$10350
$ 7000
$ 8925

Canvas
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

$12550
$10500
$22000

Boiled Bugs
by Kirk & Bradley
18m
4.25” x 6.25”
Canvas
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

$ 6600
$ 3500
$ 4825
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Night Branches
by Point of it All
18m
12” x 12”

Canvas
Stitch Guide
Thread Kit

$12800
$ 3500
$ 3900

Amy’s

12 STARS OF CHRISTMAS CLUB
BY LORI CARTER

$ 8700

Our club concludes in January with the last
two “stars”, #11 Piper and #12 Drummer.
The piper is dressed in Scottish attire
with a leaf button in her hair. Lori has
found a way to make her bagpipes 3
dimensional and realistic. The drummer is
beating a beaded drum and with a feather
in his cap, our series is complete. Canvases by
Raymond Crawford and stitch guides by Lori
Carter. Sign up on the website with a $100 deposit
or call the shop.

$ 8700

canvas, guide, & threads

canvas, guide, & threads

BREEZY VANES CLUB
Next up in our Seasonal club is the winter snowman. He is flying high
with his bright orange carrot nose, beaded eyes and flowing green
scarf. You’ll especially like the embellishments that Lori has chosen.
Canvases by Rebecca Wood and stitch guides by Lori Carter. Sign
up on the website or call the shop to join this fun new club.
Fall / Witch		
Winter / Snowman
Spring / Kites		
Summer / Eagle
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$12800
$12575
$12025
$11725

canvas, guide, & threads
canvas, guide, & threads
canvas, guide, & threads
canvas, guide, & threads

Amy’s

CUSTOMER GALLERY

Pumpkin Parade
by Melissa Shirley
stitched by Winslow Leatherman
from Amy Bunger Home Study

Daylilies
by Melissa Shirley
stitched by Judy Rogers
finishing by Marlene’s
Ethnic Gallery Lady 1
by Julie Mar
stitched by Penny Pfahl
stitch guide by Tony Minieri
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CUSTOMER GALLERY

Elephant Parade
by The Meredith Collection
stitched by Chris Allen
stitch suggestions by Amy Bunger, Rent Amy Day

Witches Watch the Moon
by Patti Mann
stitched by Cindy McCuistion
stitch guide by Amy Bunger

Santa with Bears
by Under the Rainbow
from Barbara’s Needlepoint
stitched by Patricia Wakefield
stitch suggestions by Janet Alter
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CUSTOMER GALLERY

Zero Degree North characters
by Kelly Clark
stitched by Suzy Moore
from Amy Bunger Home Study

Winter Reflection
by Maggie
stitched by anonymous
stitch guide by Amy Bunger
Nativity
by Kelly Clark
stitched by Judy Ellis
from Amy Bunger
Home Study
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CUSTOMER GALLERY

Queen Elizabeth I & Catherine the Great
by Gay Ann Rogers
stitched by Judy Ellis

Mary Queen of Scots & Bess of Harwick
by Gay Ann Rogers
stitched by Judy Ellis
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